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Abstract 

A multitude of experiments have applied magnetic fields to plants or seeds 
and found a variety of different and sometimes contradicting results. A mag-
netic field generating device called the Chrysalis resonator has been shown to 
influence the brain activity of human participants, the photon emissions from 
bacteria, mammalian cell cultures and water. In this experiment sunflower 
seeds (Helianthus annus) were allowed to begin germination and then ex-
posed to either the field generated by the Chrysalis resonator or a sham 
condition. Their growth and photon emissions were taken over the next 5 
days. It was found that the seeds showed less germination 48 hours after 
exposure and significantly higher photon emissions when 3 seeds were 
measured together in a dish, but not if 2 seeds or 1 seed were measured. 
There were no significant differences in the photon measurements from the 
water the seeds were germinating in. These results may indicate that the seeds 
became more sensitive to the presence of neighbouring seeds. The photon 
emissions results were also significantly impacted by external weather condi-
tions. 
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1. Introduction 

The characteristics of magnetic field treatments previously used to treat plants 
are highly variable, and so are the results [1] [2]. Some consistent findings seem 
to be reduced growth when high frequency (GHz) magnetic fields such as from 
cell phones or Gunn generators (produce fields in the microwave frequencies) 
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are used [3]. While the high frequency magnetic fields in [3] are man-made and 
produce decreases in plant growth, there have been other magnetic fields that 
have similar frequencies to powerlines and electrical outlets (50 - 60 Hz) that 
have shown positive [4] [5] and negative [6] effects in growth. A review of expe-
riments that investigated the effects of reducing the background intensity of the 
geomagnetic field (either using a Faraday cage-like device or active shielding) 
also found there was a trend of reduced growth [7]. One study [8] decreased the 
intensity of the X-component of the geomagnetic field, and found that these 
conditions could either increase or decrease plant growth depending on the 
geomagnetic storms conditions. 

Studies that apply low intensity magnetic fields with frequencies that converge 
on the Schumann frequency seem to increase plant growth measures [9] [10] 
[11] [12]. For example, one study [11] used a 1500 nT field (~20 times weaker 
than the geomagnetic field) at frequencies of 0.1 to 100 Hz to pretreat seeds, and 
found that exposure to a 10 Hz field was the most effective at increasing germi-
nation, water absorption, and electrical conductivity of the seed leachates. The 
changes in the electrical conductivity were associated with a more acidic pH and 
could indicate that the magnetic field-treated seeds had an altered ion exchange 
with their external environment [11]. Increased germination was found with 
exposure to a 400 - 500 μT field (~10 times stronger than the geomagnetic field) 
that was applied at frequencies of 1 to 1000 Hz, with 10 Hz having the largest 
increase in germination [9]. Recently, researchers applied a magnetic field of 300 
μT (~10 times stronger than the geomagnetic field) at 7.83 Hz (the Schumann 
frequency) and found an increase in germination compared to controls [12]. 
Experiments utilizing static magnetic fields that are in the milliTesla intensity 
range show a high variability of results with findings of decreased [13] and in-
creased growth [14] [15]. 

Biological organisms emit photons [16]-[23], including plants [14] [24]-[30]. 
One study that measured photon emissions from seeds, found that they could 
manipulate the number of photons by altering the temperature and humidity, 
factors involved in the onset of germination [30]. They also dissected the seeds 
and determined that the source of photon emissions was specifically from the 
inner layer of the seed coat surrounding the seed embryo, indicating that it may 
be involved in signaling the seed to begin germinating [30]. In addition to 
communication within the organism, photon emissions have also been demon-
strated as a method of communication between organisms [17] [18] [23]. 

Our lab has been conducting research on a series of devices known as the re-
sonator. These devices have been demonstrated to influence the growth of bacte-
ria [31]. This experiment was designed to start testing this device on a different 
type of biological organism to see if there were any universal effects of this de-
vice or if its effects are specific to bacteria. Magnetic fields are increasing in pop-
ularity in everything from agriculture to disease treatment and therefore under-
standing the width of their effects is important. 
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2. Methods 

2.1. Seed Germination Preparation 

Sunflowers (Helianthus annus) were obtained from the gardening section of a 
local department store (subtype, Russian mammoth). For each trial, 108 seeds 
were split between two solutions of 25 mL of a 5% bleach solution, submerged 
for 5 minutes and then washed with tap water. The seeds were put into 100 mm 
petri dishes with 10 mL of President’s Choice spring water for germination, with 
18 seeds per dish. In each trial there were three 100 mm dishes in each condi-
tion. Three trials were completed of this experiment. 

2.2. Rotating Magnetic Field Device 

The magnetic field device used in this experiment is known as the Chrysalis re-
sonator. It is one model of many that produces a magnetic field around 110 Hz. 
In this model the exact peak frequency of the magnetic field was 113 Hz. The 
magnetic field has a strength of approximately 0.75 Gauss, or 75 μT. A descrip-
tion of a similar model of this device has been previously published [31] and can 
also be found in the patent (Canadian Patent No. CA 2631215). Briefly, the 
magnetic field is generated by cylinders that rotate within the device at about 
3000 - 4000 rotations per minute when the device is on. The cylinders inside the 
device are arranged in a circle and contain puck magnets, these rotating puck 
magnets are responsible for generating the magnetic field. 

2.3. Procedure 

After the seeds were placed into their dishes, they were placed directly on the 
Chrysalis resonator for 1 hour to either be exposed to the field or to the sham 
condition (field OFF but with the fan running). Both conditions were complete 
on the same day with an hour between exposures. When not being exposed and 
during germination, the seeds were placed on flat surfaces in the dark. Starting 
24 hours after exposure, daily measurements were taken for five days to deter-
mine if each seed had begun to germinate and to measure the length of the 
root/stem that had emerged from the shell. Statistical analysis of the length 
measurements were complete only on the seeds that had begun germination. 

After taking growth measurements, photon measurements were taken on a 
photomultiplier tube (PMT). The PMT was model DM0089C, which is most 
sensitive to photons of wavelengths between 280 to 630 nm. For preparation, 6 
seeds were picked from each condition that were within a range of seedling 
length measurements that had been taken that day (Table 1). These were then 
put into three 35 mm dishes; in the first dish there was one seed, in the second 
dish there were two seeds and in the third dish there were three seeds. Each of 
these dishes contained 0.5 mL of fresh spring water, this was to reduce the 
amount of stress that may have been occurring by measuring these seeds. Addi-
tionally, there were 35 mm dishes measured that contained 1 mL of spring water 
from the dishes of germinating seeds. 
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Table 1. Approximate range of root/stem lengths of seeds that were chosen from each 
condition to be used for photon measurements. 

Day of Measurement Range of seedling length (in millimetres) 

1 0 - 1 

2 1 - 2 

3 2 - 7 

4 9 - 30 

5 30 - 80 

 
The PMT was housed in a black-painted wooden box that was covered in 

black towels. The seed dishes were placed on top of the PMT aperture. Samples 
were measured three times for one minute intervals at a sampling rate of 50 Hz. 
For statistical analysis, the average of the second and third recording was used. 
The first recording was not used to reduce the effect of light pollution. An ex-
ample of a recording can be seen in Figure 1, from this the mean of all the 
points was computed as well as the standard deviation of all the points.  

3. Results 

3.1. Germination 

Seeds were germinated in 100 mm petri dishes, with 18 seeds in one dish. The 
percent number of seeds in each dish that germinated were calculated for each 
day for both the magnetic field exposure and sham condition. The average was 
taken of the three dishes in each condition. There was a significant interaction 
between day of measure and the field condition [F(4, 16) = 4.51, p = 0.013; pη2 = 
0.53; Figure 2]. There was a significant decrease in the proportion of seeds 
which germinated for the magnetic field condition compared to the sham condi-
tion. Paired t-tests for each condition showed the interaction comes from dif-
ference in slope between day 1 and day 2 for the two conditions (Figure 2), evi-
dent in the disparity between the t-statistics (Table 2). This indicates that the ef-
fect on germination rate wasn’t evident until the day 2 measurement, which was 
taken 48 hours after exposure. 

Length of seedling was then measured for the seeds that had germinated. 
There was no significant difference between the field exposed of sham exposed 
seedlings [F(4, 16) = 0.45, p = 0.770; Figure 3]. 

3.2. Photon-Seed 

Initial results indicated no significant effects, however there was a large variabil-
ity between the average number of photons between the different replicate of 
experiments [F(2, 17) = 15.2, p < 0.001, Ω2 = 19.3%; Figure 4], as well as large 
differences in the standard deviation of the number of photons [F(2, 17) = 27.0, 
p < 0.001, Ω2 = 24.8%; Figure 4]. In both variables, Tukey’s post hoc test deter-
mined that the second replicate was significantly higher than the first and third 
replicate (p < 0.05). 
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Figure 1. Example of 1 minute recording of seeds on photomultiplier tube. One mea-
surement was taken every 20 milliseconds (sampling rate of 50 Hz). 
 

 
Figure 2. The percent number of seeds that germinated over 5 days in the dark, resting in 
spring water. Seeds begun germination at Day 0 and were subsequently exposed to one of 
the conditions. Error bars represent SEM. 
 

 
Figure 3. The length of seedling over the 5 days of germination in the dark. Seeds begun 
germination at Day 0 and were subsequently exposed to one of the conditions. Error bars 
represent SEM. 
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Figure 4. Difference across in mean and standard deviation (SD) photons in the three 
different replicates. Error bars represent the SEM. 
 
Table 2. Paired t-tests between the 5 days of measurement for the different magnetic field 
conditions. Values represent the t-statistic which had 2 degrees of freedom. 

 Day 1 to 2 Day 2 to 3 Day 3 to 4 Day 4 to 5 

Sham 18.2* 1.25 1.73 0.378 

Field 9.71* 2.14 0.555 2.50 

* = p < 0.05. 

 
Due to this large variability between replicates, two statistical methods were 

used for further analysis. The first was entering weather variables into the data-
set, to see if controlling for any of these removed the variability. Second, with-
in-subjects z-scores for each replicate were used as well to confirm any results 
found with the weather variables. 

Weather variables included in the dataset were the daily and hourly average of 
temperature, relative humidity and AP index. Also included were the hour of 
day (in Eastern Standard Time) the measurements were taken and the day of 
year the replicate began. Using a series of multivariate analysis of covariances 
(MANCOVAs) it was determined that most of the significant covariates were 
from the between subjects analysis (between the three replications) and not the 
within subjects analyses (within each single replication) (Table 3). Temperature 
and humidity explained the most variance when using the values for the hour of 
photon measurement, whereas the AP index explained the most variance when 
using the daily average values (Table 3). A regression analysis was used with all 
of the weather variables and the mean number of photons. The only variable that 
entered as a predictor was the daily average AP index [F(1, 17) = 32.4, p ≤ 0.001, 
r2 = 0.648; Table 4]. 

The residuals from this analysis were saved as a new variable and analyzed in a 
two-way ANOVA, finding a significant main effect for the number of seeds [F(2, 
17) = 9.40, p = 0.003] and a significant two way interaction between the number 
of seeds and resonator condition [F(2, 17) = 4.28, p = 0.040; Figure 5(b)]. Tu-
key’s post-hoc test determined this was being driven by the 3 seeds group in the  
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Table 3. F-values from multivariate analysis of covariance with weather variables from 
the hour of photon measurement or the daily average. Included are the effect sizes, 
represented as partial eta2 (pη2). 

 Mean photons per second per cm2 SD photons per second per cm2 

Covariate Statistic 
Between- 
subjects 

Within-  
subjects 

Between-  
subjects 

Within-  
subjects 

Temperature of 
hour 

F- statistic 46.3** 0.84 80.7** 2.83 

pη2 0.81 0.018 0.88 0.057 

Temperature, 
daily average 

F- statistic 0.20 0.00 0.12 1.33 

pη2 0.018 0.0001 0.011 0.028 

Humidity of hour 
F- statistic 47.6** 1.87 83.7** 4.60* 

pη2 0.81 0.038 0.88 0.089 

Humidity, daily 
average 

F- statistic 4.48 1.00 5.64* 0.02 

pη2 0.29 0.021 0.34 0.0005 

Ap index of hour 
F- statistic 4.31 11.6* 4.11 10.8* 

pη2 0.28 0.20 0.27 0.19 

Ap index, daily 
average 

F- statistic 79.7** 4.93* 168.4** 3.81 

pη2 0.88 0.095 0.94 0.075 

Hour of  
measurement 

F- statistic 30.1** 3.23 35.2** 3.82 

pη2 0.73 0.064 0.76 0.075 

Day of year 
F- statistic 0.66 

Cannot compute 
0.53 

Cannot compute 
pη2 0.057 0.046 

*p < 0.05; **p < 0.001. 

 
Table 4. Regression statistics of the daily AP index predicting the mean photons per 
second per cm2 in germinating seedlings. 

Variable Regression r2 B Std Err of B Beta 

Daily AP 0.82 0.65 6.53 1.15 0.818 

Constant   −20.5 7.77  
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(b) 

Figure 5. Mean photon emissions per second per cm2 (assumed diameter of 2.5 cm for 
PMT aperture) across the different conditions in a resonator experiment. (a) Original 
values. (b) Residuals after counting for daily average AP index. Error bars represent SEM. 
 
resonator condition being significantly higher than all other groups (p < 0.05). 
When an analysis was carried out on the SD of photons, the same main effect for 
number of seeds [F(2, 17) = 7.47, p = 0.008] and interaction [F(2, 17) = 12.0, p = 
0.001] were found. 

Another analysis was then carried out, using within subject z-scores, to see if 
this would show the same result found above. For this analysis the dataset had to 
be re-organized. The measurements were averaged over the 5 days into one val-
ue and the within-subject component became the number of seeds that were 
measured and the within-subject z-scores were computed. When a MANOVA 
was used on the mean number of photons, the effect for number of seeds was 
still present [F(2, 8) = 5.58, p = 0.030], where paired t-tests showed that the 3 
seed group was significantly greater than the 1 seed group (p < 0.05); but the 
there was no longer an interaction with resonator condition [F(2, 8) = 1.25, p = 
0.336]. When this same analysis was used with the standard deviation of pho-
tons, there was no longer a significant main effect of number of seeds [F(2, 8) = 
3.51, p = 0.080] but the interaction between number of seeds and resonator con-
dition was significant [F(2, 8) = 4.67, p = 0.045; Figure 6]. Paired t-tests showed 
that none of the groups were significantly different in the Sham condition (p > 
0.05) but that in the Field + vibrations condition, the 3seed was group was sig-
nificantly greater than the 2 seed and the 1 seed group (p < 0.05). These are the 
same differences found between groups as was found in the residual analysis for 
the standard deviation of photon recordings. 

3.3. Photon-Water 
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emissions measured from the water the seeds had been germinating in (p > 
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0.05). Similar to the seeds, the mean AP index for the day of measurement was a 
significant predictor of mean photons (Table 5). A similar relationship was 
found with the SD of photons recorded. When residuals were used in an 
ANOVA there was no significant effect between conditions for the mean [F(1, 5) 
= 0.481, p = 0.526] or SD of photons [F(1, 5) = 0.768, p = 0.430]. 

4. Discussion 

Exposure to the dynamic field of the Chrysalis resonator (and its vibrations) 
caused approximately a 15% decrease in the number of seeds that germinated. 
This appeared in the measurements 48 hours after exposure, while there was no 
difference in germination 24 hours after exposure. Delayed effects of magnetic 
field exposure on germination have been previously reported [14] [15]. In a re-
cent study involving seed germination and magnetic fields [15], authors found 
greatest differences between the magnetic field and sham groups at 96 hours af-
ter exposure. Decreased germination is an effect previously found with high fre-
quency man-made fields [3] or environments that reduced the background in-
tensity of the Earth’s static magnetic field [7]. Is it possible that these two broad 
categories of magnetic field treatments are reducing a developing seeds cohe-
rence or connection with the Earth’s magnetic field? The phenomenon of this 
type of coherence has already been demonstrated in humans [32] [33] [34], where  
 
Table 5. Regression statistics of the daily AP index predicting the mean photons per 
second per cm2 in spring water seeds were germinating in. 

Variable Regression r2 B Std Err of B Beta 

Daily AP 0.97 0.94 0.802 0.094 0.974 

Constant   −3.48 0.637  

 

 
Figure 6. Z-scores of the standard deviation of recording of photon emissions per second 
per cm2 (assumed diameter of 2.5 cm for PMT aperture) between the number of seeds 
measured each replicate. Error bars represent SEM. 
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the patterns of electrical activity in the brain correlated with the resonance fre-
quencies of the Earth’s magnetic field.  

The interaction in photon emissions with number of seeds was evaluated with 
two different statistical techniques. When using residuals that had controlled for 
weather variables, the interaction was significant both in the mean photons and 
standard deviation of photon emissions over the measurement period. However, 
when using the within subject z-score methods, only the standard deviation in-
teraction remained significant. This indicates that this variable demonstrated the 
greatest change from exposure to the dynamic condition of the Chrysalis reso-
nator and that the changes in SD would be seen to a lesser extent in the mean 
values.  

Photon communication in biological organisms has been demonstrated many 
times [17] [18]. For example, it has been found that germinating radish seeds 
that had been exposed to gamma irradiation could influence the germination 
rate of other radish seeds that had never been exposed (Kuzin & Surbenova, 
1995 in [35]). Indicating a potential for seed to seed communication through 
photon emission; when the seed germination rate was altered, these seeds may 
have been influenced by nearby seeds’ through biophoton emission. Biophoton 
signalling has been previously implicated in the start of germination [30], in this 
experiment, the resonator may have altered the biophoton signalling of the seeds 
and as a result interfered with their germination.  

In the present experiment, we found altered biophoton emission, but only 
when three germinating seeds were measured together, and not when one or two 
seeds were measured. There are several phenomena that could explain this re-
sult. The first is signal to noise ratio, where all of the seeds had altered biophoton 
emission, but three seeds were needed for the PMT to be able to detect the dif-
ference between conditions. Another explanation for the results is that the in-
creased photon emissions of the three seeds measured together was the result of 
a stress reaction in the seeds due to overcrowding. It has been previously dem-
onstrated that changes in population density of biological organisms can alter 
their biophoton emission [16] and also influence the growth of organisms near-
by [18] [23]. This could imply that the resonator induced the germinating seeds 
to be hyper sensitive to the presence of other seeds nearby. This may also explain 
the decrease in germination that was found, in that it was a response to in-
creased population density, which could also explain why the decrease in ger-
mination was found 48 hours after the beginning of germination and not 24 
hours after. There is an increased likelihood that the plants would be able to 
sense the presence of surrounding seeds at that time, either by their individual 
biophoton emission, physical contact or seed leachates. 

5. Conclusion 

This experiment demonstrated that the Chrysalis resonator can affect the ger-
mination of sunflower seeds as well as their biophoton emissions. Further re-
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search needs to be conducted to find the mechanisms by which magnetic fields 
affect plants. Literature reviews [1] [2] have found highly variable responses of 
plants to magnetic fields. Here we demonstrated the importance of considering 
the influence environmental conditions may have on results. 
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